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Board of Ed
keeps sc:hools
open

Abortion
regulations
affect minors

NIMH study:
Depressed say,
'sock it to me'

So! The Board of Education decided not to close any high schools
this year! Have school Board
members concluded that there's
no financial point to closing high
schools,contrary to Mayor Daley's
statement that the city would be
saving $100 million? In any case,
now all of us seniors can stop worrying - sit back, relax, and rule
the school!

For all of us minors out there .... the
verdict is in. Abonion, though still
legal, has several new restrtictions
placed on the process. In some states,
a mandatory 24-hour wait, a requirement that doctors tell women about
other options to give women a
chance to change their minds, and
a parental consent law has gone
into effect. However, for those of
us native to Illinois, the only rule
that applies is no public funding
except for women whose lives are
in danger by remaning pregnant.

Another attack on the immune
Remember the last time you were
really deep-down depressed? Instead system .... Researchers have found
of pasting on a smile and listening to yet another disease for which they
your best friend rave about you, you arc frantically trying to come up
probably wanted to paint your walls with answers. Though much like
black and hear someone tell you how HIV in the way it affects the imawful you really arc, according to a mune system, HICRV has no relastudy done by the National Institute tion to the virus that causes AIDS.
of Mental Health. They say people Scientists still don't know how the
with low self-esteem would rather be virus is transmitted, so be careful
criticized and rejected because good out there....
reactions from other people conllict
-Rima Vesely
with the way depressed people think
City Editor/News
about themselves.
Lane Tech
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FOR QUESTIONS
ON DISEASE:
Information on AIDS

1-800-AIDS

FOR SUBSTANCE ABUSE:

FOR FINANCIAL AID:

Alanon Center
for Information

Illinois Department
of Public Aid

(312) 890-1141

(312) 793-4706

Families Anonymous

TO HELP THE
ENVIRONMENT:

Chicago Dept. of Health/
Mental Health

(312) m -4442

(312) 744-8033

Cocaine Anonymous

STD Hotline (Operation Venus)

(312)202-8898

(312) 666-3305

1-800-227-8922

FOR SPECIAL
YOUTH PROGRAMS:

Citizens For a Better
Environment

CHILD ABUSE
AND NEGLECT:

Neon Street Center for Youth

Greenpeace

(312) 939-1530

1-800-25-ABUSE

(312) 528-7767

MISCELLANEOUS HELP:

Illinois Dept. of Children and
Family Services

TEEN LIVING
PROGRAMS

(312) 744-4045

(312) 814-4650

(For homeless youth)

FOR LEGAL ADVICE:

(312) 883-0025

Legal Assistance Foundation/
Children's Rights Project:

Young Men's
Christian Association

(312) 341-1070

(312) 280-3400

Chicago Department
of Human Services
Teen-toTeen
Crisis Hotline

(312) 644-2211

y the year 2<XXl, demographers predict
one of every four Oucago restdents will
be Hispanic.
With a populauon of more than
550,000 people H.! paruc make up 20 percent of
the population in Cook County. Accordtng to the
1990 Census there arc 228,540 Mextcans, I I 0. 33 I
Puerto R.Jcans. I04.883 Cubans and 38.523 other
H.isparuc .
The five largest Htspamc nctghborhoods tn the
Clucago area arc South Lawndale (Llltle Vtllage)
69,111. Logan quare 54,740, West Town S.U61.
Lower V. est S1de (P1Isen) 40.227 and Humboldt
Park 29,715
The word -Hlspamc.. has been controversial.

Some people prefer to be called Launo rather than
HI paruc. They feel 1t 1s a European label that has
been placed upon them. The word "Hisparuc" IS
an umbrella term encompassmg Sparush ~pealang people of different races and 20 separate
nauonahlles
HispaniC'> come from as far a~ Uruguay. at the
edge of South Amcnca. or as near as Te~a.s. once
part of Mextco Some have been here <>wcc the first
World War. v.hlle others arnved only yesterday.
They •nclude highly sktllcd prntesstonals. pohucal
refugees li}'lng w rcg,un v. hat they haH! lost, and
peasants who ne\er had much to llN!. They share a
language and a culture
.. Htsparucs sh..tre common u1ca.s, atutud~: and

A HARVEST OF LOVE

Mexicans learn family, religion, are seeds of survival

'1.

magtnetakingaptcceofpapcr-cru.\hing
it into a small ball wtth your fist. Then
taking the ball and flattening I! out. revcah ng
hundreds of wrinkJ~.
Thh ~arne method was used by a pan•'h
traveler to demon-.tratc to Spam·~ kine( what
Me,-..co looked liked. No early travelers had
ever '>CCn a land so mountainous a<. Mexico.
The traveler described the country as be~t as
he could. But what attracts travelers ts not the
land, bu11ts people.
There arc twOmaJorpossessJOns that the MeXIcan
people arc proud to have: rellg~on and family.
Relig~on I!> a very tmportant part of life. In
MeXIco 95 percent of !be populauon 1s Roman
Catholic. There1snolawthatreqwresth1s-the
government allows complete rellg10us freedom.
In 1979, Pope John Paul visited Me,-..co City,
and I! was the event of the year Millions of
c1tuens from all
over the country
came to the cap1 tal
to see and hear the
Pope. lfthcycould
not come to the
"To a
city, they would
Mexican,
gather around
radiO Or teleVISIOn
nothing
c,cts. A few weeks
in the
later JtmrnyCartcr
also visttcd the
world
cap1tal, but there
could
was
a
b•g
difference. Only
matter
pohuc1an~ came to
bear htm Not
more
even the leader of
than
a world power
generate a.'>
his family." could
much exc•tcment
as the Pope has.
Family ISwhere

values that come from Spa10 through our own
countncs," ay!> Oscar Garcta, a 20-year-old student
at VIC who lives in the Logan Square commuruty.
He adds. "We share a strong behef tn God, the
Importance of the farruly. respect for the elderly and
a special care for the ctuldren."
L1ke many other H1sparuc people Garcia IS very
proud of h1s hentage. Even though H1spanic people
have dtfferent cultural herttages. they all have one
thing in common. the1r ethmc pride. +
By IAShJI'olll \I. Jones
tafT \hiter
Lmculn Pari Hil!h Sell I

UNA COSECHA DE AMORE
Mexicanos aprenden que familia) religion sonIa semillas para

rcllgwn and lo\e come all
magcntomarunpcduode
together. A Mc,-..cantanulytsnot
p;~pcl- aplast.ando lo p:u-3
'},
that dtflercnt lrom others: the
formar una pcqucna bola.
lather 1s the head. a mntht:r who
Dcspuc toma Ia bola y
kccpo;thcfamtlyrunmng.andmo-;t
linchala.para rcvclar cicntos de
tmponant arc the chtldren.
arrugas .
Strong 1amJ!} bonds produce Photo by Cleo OWens, Hyde P1rtc
E.'tc mi~mo mctodo rue usado
well-behaved and happych1ldren.
por un viajcro Espanol para
o, many Mcx1can farrulhes arc
dcmol15trarcomocs?-115xicoaclrcy
8) A raceli ~ alcon
strtct v.1th their children. A' a
de Esp;ui:L 'mgun OlrO vupdor
Staff \\ riter
result, the young children grow
dl!l vie}) mundo tubi:l visra tierr-.1
~an II.S.
up 1n a wcll -di-.ctphned and lo\cd
L:lil monwnosa como 1.1 de Mboco.
env1ronment. Rarely arc they
El vw~'fO dcscribi6 cl JXllS Ia
bratty or WJthdrav.n.
mcjor llUJlCra que c1 supo. Pero Io
Though not Mextcan htmsell, wnter Mtchad
que auacr los vwjcros no cs Ia ucrra, pcro su gente.
Hay dos grandcs posesioncs que la gcnte
Flandrau• once mll!>cd that all the world's
Mcxicana ticnc con mucho orgulto. rcligton y
ctuldren \hould be Mexican unul age of 1.'\.
familia.
To a Mextcan notlung 1n the v.orld could
Religion es muy importantc en la v 1da de un
matter more than hts fanuly. atural d•sastcrs
Mextcnna. En Mex1co 95 por c•ento de Ia
could destroy ev<.'rything one owns, but 11 the
poblaci6n cs Cat6lica Romana. o luy nmguna
farruly IS urtharmcd, one WJII thank God.
lcyquecx•ge esto- cl gobtcmo pcrmuecomplet.a
In theMcxtcan culture one learns that a (X.'Nm
Iibcrta rchg10. a.
could lose everything 1n the world, but one' s
En 1979, PopeJohnPaulviSitoCtuchdM6oco,
farrulyandreligJOn •sail that•s needed tosurvtve
Emelcventodcl ano. M illoncs deciUdad.anos de
EvcrysummcrandeveryChmtmas, my father
todo cl pats vimcron a 1.1 capital par-.1 vcr o
takes me and my six brothers and ststers to
cscuchurEI Papa. Si nopud•cm vcnira laciUdad,
Jercuado, Mexico, to our family farm. where ht:
Ia gentc se scnt.aba alrcdcdor de una radio o
teaches us how to harvest the land. TI1c land 1s
tclevisi6n. Unas semanas dcspu~s Jimmy Caner
k1 nd of dry and you have to learn how to take out
tan btcn visit6 Ia captt.al, pero avta una gr.1ndc
the rocks, and you have to learn how to plow w1th
dtfercncia.
Nada mas pohucos fucron a cscuclur
the ammals. Then you have to take a seed, one
lo.
N
1
cl
hdcr
de un podcr muntlwl pudo pruJucir
by one, and you have to plant. lie tells us that th1s
tant.a
cmoc16n
como cl Papa
1s how our ancestors did 11, and •t's tmpon.ant lor
Fam1ha cs donclc Ia rehgt6n e cl amor "11.:ncn
us to keep commumcat10n w1U1 the land. I kcl
JUntos. Una fam il1a Mcx •<..ana no cs t.an d•fcrcntc
he's planting a seed 1n me, how w teach my
de otr.JS: cl padre es Ia capcn1, 1.1 madre es qu•cn
children.
se cncarga de que Ia fanulia func•onc, y lomas
When we go home, my mother and I make
imporllinlC SO li los hiJOS.
lorttllas by hand !rom the corn we grow It's
Famihas fchtcs produccn hijos btt'n portados
I un, and JUSt a~ I' m lcarmng to rommumcate
y
alegrcs.
Muchas fanul•a~ Me\tcana. son
wtth the ground, ll makes me feel like we
cstrictos
con
los lujos. Como rcsultado, los
commumcate better With our parent\. +
ninos crccen en un hogar llcnado de amor y

This Hispanic Heritage Supplement is sponsored, in part, by Illinois Bell.

bre~h ir

descipliru Rar:1 L.i \CZ que son reservados y
rro.leanu:.
Aunque no es Mex.ica.no, el escntor Michael
Aaudrau• una" ez escribo que Ia:. ninos del mundo
dctx:ri.in ser Mexic:Jno · bst:1 1.1 edld oc IS.
Pam un Mc.x.icano nada es mas importante en el
mundo que u f:unili:!. Desastn::s na!Urales put.'den
dcstruir lOdo 1o que uno ocne. pero si 1.1 famili:l est.:i
bien. uno Ie da gracias a Dlo
En lacultura 1extcana unoaprendeque uno
puede perdcr todo en el mundo, pero todo lo
que neccstt.amo para sobrevn tr son nuestro
rehg•6n > familia.
Todo los veranos >cada navidJd., mt (Xldre no·
Ueva a m1 ) a rrus o;cis hcrmanos a Jerecu:ldo,
Mexico, a nuc.sno rancho donde el nos ensero
como cosechar 1.1 tierra. La ticrr.1est.:i una pocaseca.
y tienc que 3Jttndcr a sxar las rocas. y ararcon los
anima.les. Despues oenc que tomar las semil1as, y
una por una IJ.s pl.lnta. P..l[Xl dJce que asi fue como
nuestros antt.,nsados los lucieron, y que es muy
tmport.ame tener
comurucaci6n con la
oerra. Me s•enra que
el esta pllnt:lndo una
"Para un
semilla en mi. como
ensenar mis hijos.
Mexicano,
Cuando van10S a
casa. mi ll1.'lffi3 y yo
nada
haccmos tortillas por
es 1nas
mano de ci mau que
cn:ccmos. E.~ muy
importante
dlvcrudo,) s~ que a.~•
como me cstO) en elmundo
comumcandocon Ia
quesu
tierra.
cstoy
comunicando mt'_)Or
jam ilia."
con nlis pa~ . +

Mon: of Our Ethnic Pr~/( on pages 16 & t1
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Illustration by Larry Miller II, Hyde Park

"A skating code violation means
a $25 fine and a non-traffic citation .

"

Skateboarders find Loop
unlawful territory

can be considered dangerous
to the pedestrians, especially to
the senior citizens who fear
not being able to get out of the
way quickly enough," said Officer
Rogers of Loop Traffic Control, who
directs traffic on the comer of Dearborn
and Randolph by Daley Plaza.
What is she referring to? Skateboarding in the Loop. "Many kids come here
[Daley Plaza]to skate on the Picasso, or
just pass through on their way to the
lakefront," she said. "Most of the time
the cops leave them alone, unless something is going on in the plaza."
The Municipal CodeofChicago says
no skateboarding is allowed on any
street or sidewalk in a business district.
(The entire Loop area is labeled a business district). In fact, on-street

rollerskating, skateboarding, or use of
any toy vehicle is only allowed when
crossing a street in a crosswalk, unless
the street is set aside as a play street,
such as in the event of a block party.
A skating code violation means a
$25 fine and a non-traffic citation on
the offender's record.
Unlike the Daley Plaza, a police
spokesman said many skaters are apparently being cited in the rest of the Loop,
now defined as the whole downtown
business district south of the Chicago
river. John Prescott from Police News
Affairs said that, though there aren't any
statistics of how many non-traffic citations have been given to skaters downtown, a very LARGE number have been
given out, especially in the last year and
even more so in the last month.

The rising number of citations given
out is accredited to a rising number of
complaints, especially aroundStateand
Lake, a popular skating comer.
Skateboarder Chris Falknor said this
comer is popular because "It's right in
the middle of downtown so when we
meet, we can go just about anywhere
from there. Plus, there's neat steps to
skate and a Taco Bell with cheap food,
it's perfect." That comer wasn't so
perfect for Chris and his friend, Robert,
who were arrested for skating there,
though they were released quickly
without any further penalties.

-Sarah Stack
Staff Writer,
Lane Tech

SPEAK OUT

Illustration by Cecilia Newelll, DePaul

·Support for Abuse coverage provided by Jamee
and Marshall Field Foundation.

eventeen-year-old Donna*
has been told she has a weak
personality and she lets
people 'walk aU over her.'
Few know the reason why.
Her father abused her mentally and her
abuse went unreported. "Why make it
worse than it already is? It still goes on
occasionally. I try not to talk too much
to my father," she says.
Alarming statistics from the Department of Child and Family Service's
(DCFS)show 14,656casesofchildabuse
as of May 3 I in CPicago alone. So far
this year in Chicago, there have been 23
child abuse-related deaths.
Verbal abuse shows no physical scars,
but it interferes with the victim's ability
to interact with other people, especially
in teenage years. National Committee
forP!cventionofChildAbuse(NCPCA)
1991 statistics cite that emotional maltreatment makes up 6 percent of reported abuse cases.
Physical abuse can be classified as neglect also. In 1991, theNCPCAcited that
physical abuse accounted for25 percent of
reports, and neglect, for 48 percent.
Sexual abuse, simply put, is rape.
Studies of adults show 15 percent to 38
percent of women were sexually abused
as children and about 10 percent of
males. The same NCPCA study shows
sexual abuse accounts for 15 percent of
reponed cases.
Child protective service agencies cite

that, in 1991, about 2.7 million cases of
abuse were reported in the United States.
Nationwide, at least675,000children arc
abused by a drug abusing or alcoholic
guardian, as was the case for Donna
Speaking of her father,she said " He
likes to make fun of me physically. Ridicules my height,
says I'm too short, why
couldn't I be a little
taller. Says I'm
too skinny and
tries to make me
eat more. I
weigh more
than most ave rage sized
girls my height
and wear average
sized
clothes."
Donna's father
would 'mess with her mind.'
He told her that her grandmother,
who needed to go to the hospital,
wouldn't because Donna wasn't at
home."! went to a concert with my
cousin and got home at 11:45. He (my
father) yelled at me as loud as he could,
about how if anything happened to me,
if I was caughtoutaftercurfcw ...thatall
of my siblings would be taken to foster
homes and he would be locked in jail.
He had a stick in his hand. I was afraid
he would hit me with iL
"To express the importance of what

-Irena Sromck
Starr Writer
Lane Tech

he was screaming at me, he lifted the
stickhighandslammediton the kitchen
table. l was already crying hysterically. Mymotherwasyellingathimto
stop. I think he ~as also drunk"
Donna's onIy boyfriend was one she
agreed to date one night after
she got drunk. "It went
on for two months
bcforeigotenough
courage to say it
was going nowhere," she
said. " I 've
pretty much
lost interest in
having a boyfriend and
( the) opposite
sex."
"I have hardly
any friends. I've had
one very close friend for
about three years. l tend to
distrus-t any 'new' people."
"Every one always has to lie and do
stuff behind his (my father's) back.
Everyone is scared of him finding out,
but what could he do? Nevertheless,
everyone is quite paranoid."
Donna wishes her parents would divorce. Her mother said Donna's father
told her "if they were to divorce, that he
would kidnap the kids and leave."
Chloe,* 16, was physically abused

"... He had a
stick in his hand.
I was afraid he
would hit me
with it."

Continued on page 6 ...

HUMANS vs. ANIMALS...

/

Animal Rights activists need to be more human
~w

u
"If the baboon
could have talked,
he would have
objected to the
operation.
The thing is,
he couldtit."

Aoimal Rights
Acllvtsts:

When it comes to the killing
of foxes and minks for a "statussymbol"- a fu r stole or coatI agree with you that it is wrong.
When it comes to laboratories
spraytng chemicals into the eyes
of a rabbit JUSt to see if a
particular cosmetic chemical
will harm the skin of a human, I
agree with you.
When it comes to deer,
antelope, elephants, and the like
bctng shot or temporanly
tranqutltzcd so thetr heads can
hang from a plaque and gtve
someone' s den a more ma;e uc
appearance, I agree wtth you .
Even when I thtnk of the
animals that are slaughtered by

the thousands every day for their
meat, even though I am a mea tcater, I can see your point.
But when it comes to the
opcrauon that took place at the
Untver tty of Pittsburgh
Hospital on June 28, where a
human patient was given the
ltver of a baboon tn a
transplant, thereby ktlltng the
baboon, I'm sorry, but you've
lost me.
Yes, 1 feel that antmals
deserve more nghts ,
compassiOn, and respect than we
humans gtve them . Surely there
arc other matenals that can be
used to make a suitable,
fashtonable wtnter coat. Or
other ways to test a makeup
chemtcal. Or less drasuc ways
to attractively furntsh and

decorate a room in one's house.
have objected to the operation.
And, yes, I have heard of the
The thing is, he couldn't.
word, "vegetanan."
Besides, he wasn't brutally
However, hundreds of people
murdered for a coat, an
have been watttng for years for
experiment, or a trophy. He was
organ transplants that could save sacrificed for another being's
their lives. Every day that goes
ltfe.
by without those transplants
That may sound sappy, but no
bnngs each of them closer to
more than some of the pleas that
thetr deaths . If doctors honestly come from your group. Do the
thtnk they've found a way to
phrases, "Animals are people,
keep these people from dytng
too," and, "If the baboon could
before thetr lime, I say, "Better
have talked .... " ring any bells?
And tf you also think I
the monkey than the man!"
And 1 wouldn't be surpnsed if sound cold-hearted, selfthe human pa11ent, who wtshed
centered, or two-faced, what can
to rematn anonymou., and hts
1 say?
famtly feel the same way.
I'm only human.
As for the baboon, maybe lam
-Toni Bo}d
betng a ltule selftsh, but I feel
taff Writer
no remorse . If the baboon could
LIC
have talked, maybe he would

Alittle love and attention
never hurts...

aLiving with my grandma
taught me the true meaning
of love and respect."
- Melanie Lewis

I though grandmas
complatn and fuss most of
the time, they usually
mean well. Grandmas
should be respected and acknowledged by their famtlies and youth as
elders who possess a wtsdom
gamed through thctr age. Unfonunatcly, more often they arc remembered only for their homemade
cookies or Christmas gifts.
Living with my grandma taught
me the true mcanmg of love and
respect. The day my mom asked me
to go stay wit11 my grandma for a
while because she suffered from
emphysema (a disease caustng a
severe breathing problem), 1
totally refused.
Then, l entered her gloomy
one-bedroom apartment tn a notso-good part of town. As I
slowly walked into the living
room and saw her sitting alone
on the couch, I realized how
much she needed me.
Even though her apartmerll
was as clean and squeaky as

ceramic, tt had the fragrance of
grandma wnttcn all over the
walls. I remember smelltng
sweet tobacco and an old dog,
her only companiOn.
There was a very ad and
desolate feeling 1 got ;ust looking at
her. Her face was wnnkled from
frowning; her body was thin from
malnutrnion; and her sptnts were
sucked right out of her from
abantlonmenL She was r.nher tall
and thin naturally, but the bend in
her back wasn't only from bad
posture: she just didn't have a
destre to sit up, she was so uscllto
being alone wtth her dog and TV.
TV, phone calls, and vt lls from
her famtly were her only forms
of communtcatton with the
outside world.
When I first moved 111, sh~.: just
gave me orders, telling me how to
service her: how to adJUSt the TV,
and how to give her her mcdrctnc,
what! should anti shouldn'tcal.
Then I started huggmg hn anti
telling hl'f 1 loved her. Shl' bl:gan

greeting me when 1 came home
from chool by saymg 'There's my
btg baby."At first., there was no
light m her eyes. But then, her face
beg<tn to glow.
l used to comb and grease her
long gray ·tlky hair almost every
night unul she started smoktng
again (the caus eof her emphysema). Eventually. there was not
to much more of her silky gray
hatr to comb.
My mom s.:ud my grandma
wanted to dte bec<1use she wJs urcd
of being in physical p~\in. She dtd
dtc, but the ttme I spent with her
wu. n't tn v.un. I kamed that just by
me gentng out of myself and
readung out to m) grJndmothcr
made her bcucr off.
he "as
indeed worth my time and effort. 1
hope other granuchthircn leam the
value of tiK'tr grandmothers ...
before it's wo l.uc.
-Melanie Le11 is
StafT \\ ritcr
Roberto Clemente
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ith no cure for AIDS, knowing
about the disease is the only
way to protect yourself from it.
Before AIDS comes the germ
HIY (Human Immunodeficiency
Virus) . HIY destroys white blood
cells, which fight off illness .
Without these cells, a common cold
that might keep you in bed for two days could
become life-threatening.
Finding a way to destroy HIY is difficult for several
reasons. "A virus is the smallest living thing in the
world," explains Su Neuhauser, coordinator of the
Coalition of Adolescent Risk Reduction. Medicine
has never been able to kill any virus; vaccines developed only prevent the virus from being contracted.
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hm boen 5,212 AIDS ooses reponed to the Chkago Depanment of
as ofJuly 1992. Of these, 3,525 or 68 percent are known to have died.
While only 20casesare from the 13-19 age group, l,OOOcases are from the 2029 age group.
"It's fair to say that most people who were diagnosed with AIDS
between the ages of 20-29 engaged in risky behavior and acquired HIV
in their teenage years," says Timothy C. Hadac of the Chicago Department
of Health.
- Sheila Calamba
Managing Editor
Lincoln Park

Could you have HIV?
Once you have HIV,
you will always have it.

You are at risk if you:
• Have shared drug needles
• Were born to someone who is
HIV positive

• Have had a blood transfusion before 1985
• Have had oral, vaginal, or anal sex
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HIV is hard to get
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This month, Critical Mass is
kicking off our monthly series on
AIDS. Our first article answers
the question ...

Polio and smallpox viruses were able to be developed
because they are larger in size than the viruses causing
the common cold and herpes.
Second of all, HIYaffects peoples' bodies differently.
Also, once research thinks it knows how to
block HIY's progress, the virus seems to change
its genetic makeup.
An HIY infection usually develops into AIDS. This
can take up to 10 years; however, some HIY-positive
people have lived for more than 10 years AIDS-free.
Once you have HIY, you will always have it. The
only way to know if you have HIY is through testing.
HIV tests look for HIV antibodies, not for HIV. An
antibody is protein created to fight a virus. Since
anubodies won'tshow up in tests for three months, a test
can say you don't have HIY even if you are HlVpositive, so get re-tested six months later.
Some HIY-positive people with non-fatal illnesses
have ARC (AIDS-Related Complex). ARC usually
develops into AIDS.
You have AIDS when you areHIY-positiveand have
an infection or cancer related to AIDS. The most
common AIDS-related infection is pneumonia (PCP);
the most common cancer is Kaposi's sarcoma. The
Illinois Department of Public Health says death comes
within two years for atlcast half of people with AIDS.
The drugs AZT, DDC, and DDI delay the progress of
AIDS and help people live longer, but don't work well
after a year's use. Treatments for AIDS include radiation, surgery (removal of tumors) to strengthen the
immune system.
-Elsa Wenzel
YNS Burellu Chier
Francis Parker
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You do not have it unless you have shared body fluids {those p~sed during genital
contact, as well as blood- not sweat, saliva, or tears) with someone who has HIY. You
cannot get it from toilet seats, restaurants, or touching someone with HIV.

How do you know if you have AIDS?
During the incubation period, the time that you have HIY but not AIDS,
you can feel as healthy as an Olympic athlete. Signs of HIY infection creep
up on you as time goes on.
Symptoms include:
• Unexpectedly losing
• Fatigue
• High fever
I 0 or more pounds
• Strange sores or white
• Night sweats
spots in the mouth
• Diarrhea
• Dry cough
• Loss of appetite
• Swollen glands in the groin, armpit, and neck.
You may think you have a cold or the 24-hour flu.
Because HIV can attack the nervous system, problems with coordination and decisionmaking, confusion, forgetfulness, indifference, and partial paralysis can also mark an HIV
infection. U any of these problems persist for more than one week, see a doctor.

AIDS prevention
There are easy ways to protect yourself and other people from AIDS. Avoid- .
ing sex and drugs is the best way to stay healthy.
If you have seJt, use a latex condom every time. Look for a date on the
package to make sure it hasn't expired. Make sure the package says the condom
will protect you from disease. Look for the ingredient Nonoxynol-9.; it kills
sperm and the AIDS virus .
Use a non-lubricated condom for oral sex.
If you do drugs with needles, use a clean needle every time.
If you mix drugs and alcohol with sex, you will be careless and have a high
risk of getting HIY

t

. . . continued from page 3

CHILD ABUSE
"for as long as I can remember. I still get
hit occasionally." She used to get hit
with rulers, broom handles, belts, and
wooden spoons. Shoes and steak knives
were hurled at her.
Chloe did not report her abuse. "At
fLTSt I thought all parents smacked their
kids. You see it on TV or on the street,
what are you supposed 1.0 think? By the
time I realized it was against the law, I
was too scared to report it, I mean what

·;(D ~BPIEMBERJ992

was I going to do -call CFS and cry
help? What if they didn't believe me?
Then I would have to live with my
parents anyway."
"I remember when I was little, I used
to get hit for any little thing I did,
especially not eating everything on my
plate. And it was just loaded on and
when I didn't finish my father would
just shove it into my mouth and then I
would be sent to my room.
"I never figured anyone cared. I'm
sure the neighbors knew because 1
remember getting smacked for crying because 'the neighbors could
hear', but that really pisses me off

because they could have anonymously
reported it.
"My parents always gave me the
feeling tl1at they hated me. Like they
never told me they loved me until 10
minutes before I was supposed to have
surgery. And they always show preferential treatment to my brother and
sisters. When we're fighting I'm the
one that gets hit because I'm older and
I should know beuer. The funny thing
is, when I was their age they were
saying the same thing.
"I don't have a boyfriend because I
don't want to wind up with someone
like my father."

She still won't report her abuse becauseshefeels it's too late. "What's the
point? I'U be 18 in two years and I can
legally live on my own. Anyway, the
day llcave I never plan on coming back.
If I ever have kids, I don't want them to
know who their grandparents are."
Stephen Montgomery of Help Inc., an
agency that deals with sexually abused
children, says the age of the sexual abuse
affects the child differently. "It makes
them start thinking about sex when they
should be thinlcing about baseOOll. ll
(sexual abuse) telescopes them into thinking about sex. They can be promiscuous
or phobic as adults."

Montgomery said it can be easier to
overcome their abuse problems if"the
children arc believed (and) it depends
on how adults around them react, if
they are supported."
"If it's a parent or a sibling it can be
worse... lt'svcryrareforittobeastranger."
Montgomery also says if it is a stranger,
the child is more likely to talk about it ''If
it's your dad, he's your dad"
*-not real names.
-Irena Sromek
Sl.lllfWriler
Lane Tech

T H E COLORS OF DIVERSITY

Students learn about art,
culture, ... and each other
What would you do if you came
across a chess pawn half your
size, with arms, legs, and a face?
Or a bench decorated w1th bright pamt illustrating an
intricate design?
Chances are, you'd feel a sense of amazement at the
creators of these works, the employees of the city's arts
education and employment program presented July 7 August 14 by the Chicago Department of Cultural AHairs. ln
its second year, the outdoor program, housed in eight tents
placed on the block of State Street between Washington and
Randolph, and at several satellite sites, proVIded more than
400 14- to 21 -year-olds a chance to paint, pap1er mache,
write, photograph or videotape their VISion of art.

At Gallery 37, diversity is an
essential part in creating a collage of
colors blended together.

The Mexican Fine ArL!' puppet parcuie
(right) and a show by the Whirlwind
Performance Company(below) were just
two of the attractions that enJertained
studenL!' (below right) aJ Gallery 37.

The innovative program has brought Fortunata lanello, 14, an ItalianAmerican from Lane Tech, Agnes Burzykowski, a 16-year-old Polish
gi~ from Steinmetz High School, Stacey Chavez, a 16-year-old
Mexican -American,from Lourdes High School, and Chuck Franklin,
an 18-year-old African-American from Kennedy King College,
together to create atwo-and-a-half foot, plastered chess piece,
displayed in the tent sponsored by Waste Management Inc.
Meanwhile, in the public art tent, dressed in bright blue
T-shirts, with the white emblem of their camp name in
capital letters and colorful shorts, children ages 613, from Ridgeville Summer Program in
Evanston are led on a tour by Tiffany McKay,
15, a Gallery 37 artist.
Twisting and turning heads and
peeking in all the tents, 25 kids and
seven adults are amazed and
"impressed" by all the colorful things
being created, said Amy Ward, a
parent, who accompanied her son on
this field trip.
From the tangible, colorful benches
and trashcans to the 70 -foot mural of
the "Plug Bug·, these kids do not leave
their curiosity behind. Questions such
as, What is this? How did you make
it? and How long did it take? are asked
throughout the tour by these lively
children. Tiffany is always happy to
answer any of them.
"The work is beautiful. It's neat to
see the artist making the art," said
Jeanette Payne, a 20-year-old
counselor at Ridgeville." You don1 get
a lot of opportunities to see the artists
doing their work."
... continued on page 8

Photo by Maritess Cllamk, Llln~ Tech

... continued from page 7

STUDENTS LEARN
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Shelman Nelson's tent namoo klr Its sponsor Urban GailwayS, specializes in ~[19.
.
.
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wcxxlmaking, and three-d1~ ligures, Nelson explains.
@"'if'' '/'
He's using a little pant and a lot of lnagnation to transklrm an ordinary wooden beOCb Into a
visual masterpiece, coosisting of brigh~ blending oolors Sllf'OlJI'ldng drding spheres. ~says
the spreres rep-esent "the panelS,· and the cdors, ircludng a blad< secron on the ~~.of
the bench, symbolize "unity and space."
:1t to'(=/
fts me's a time to pay and a time to Yo<lrk. chess pawn creatOIS Charles, s~.~ta
and Agnes ere able tl do tx>th C'xessed in old T- shirt and slm, they enjoy~ logelher
as agrrup, whdl pfO'ildes actlar'a! to "meet reN people, as well as putting milds logeflel'- and

e~=~t!!roogh v.Mt yw're cbng,' sakl Sl<mj.

i~t~;.~lJf@lf

,..Jfi

ists have proven their
talent throogh completing their pawn,Whdl wiD
be one of a complek! set
commissioned fer ~
men! at the public
laketront area known as
Navy Pier. Built t1j the
n<N'f, tt is located oo1h of

Ciant Pn

.....

Althoojl not an e<sy
task, the frur artists have

finished the pawn in one
week.Frst,theysketiled 1,!!!!~~~~~::..._=::..==.~.,.~
,. _;;,:,
their idea on paper. They
Photo by Maritess M. Caamic, Lane T_l'dl .i
then placed wet gauze
Mrs. Maggie Daley looks on as Mrs. Tipper Gort
t
strips on the area of their
emmines the work ofJillilln I ansley and Batura Otara.

~~-~as

f

the head or arms. Then, they compiled all of the ~ par1S casted to creak! one chesS piece.
Eventually, they plastered i~ to keep it together, built a base oot of chicl<m wire, att<rlle<fwheels
to it, and painted it black.
Allhough not an ordinary pawn,' -----------...;,;;,~.;;.;;;.--,
this creation expressed ourselves,"
sakl Fortunata.
Through one wcr-; cr anoUler, tt
captured who they wera
From the lq)ofthepawn,Agnes's
casted head faces Uj:M'ard, leading
the wcr-; to exploring OON horizons.
In the front fu1her in the middle,
is Chuck's face, and his arms extending upward opfX)Site sides of
his ~. as ~ lifting the world, mak·
ing the sruggle tor young artists less
heavy.
On the tack slde, also in the
Ph.bto'by Nicole Smith, Fenger
middle d the pawn, just ~te of
At the mud-painting tent, Oeo'8e Texns, 15,
Chuck's face, is FociJnata's casted
of/..aN! Tech, demonstrates }!1S brush design.
~.
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In the front along the tx>ttom of the pawn is Stacey's dasping hands, symbolizing the unity of
a1 the different people present
t
And, on the backside, also along the tx>ttorn of the pawn, is Forb.Jnata's casted arm, ~f'19
a sense of security, strething
------~~~~~~--.., halfway around !he pawn.
Gallery 37, ChucksaKl, has
taught the artists that art ls aD
about "briliant ideas.. orginal
and specta:ularvisuaftZatioo...
within themselves:
- Vickey Velazqun
Benito Juarez
and
Toni Boyd
Corliss {now UIQ

Tyler Luziett1, 17, poses with his selfportrail $Culpture.

3:.,

Kelsha Winners
empowering herself for the'trials and tfib~1a~
tlons of the day. "Artis exp@ssion.tf r~Ci'.
having a good or bad day &i.~r!.:w.m ~#.~ttt.:,,,.·''
she said.
\ .,., .•. ' ':;-'·'·':A;{ii'K' ' ''"
Kefsha Is making the giant chess pleees that
Gallery 37 will place at the rakefron·t park1 Navy
~ler. f:lut ·She does artwork with very persQnal
meaning her own time.
··:
· Keisha doesn't think the skill or zing others
say she brlngsto her art work is important.
· What is importa.nt,-she said, is that "my art
touches .someone;'·although 1don't think it's
that great."
''
.·
Keisha uses her art for many reasons, one of
\vhlch Is to tef(oer father not to drink. If her dad
drinks, Keisha'said ...1take the beer bottles and
make vase.s of them." When asked if her work
has an Impact on her dad's drinking, she
replied "I show him the beer vases I create and
he always has a deep smile. Usually this means
he's amused so I will not have to do a chore or
two. Other than that, he doesn't care for my
work."
When Kelsha Isn't happy she makes art that
reflects her feelings. The art can be shrewd and
unhappy if she's feeling down, or if she's
happy the art can be as beautiful as a daisy In
the spring.
''I think the meaning Is deep. Every piece Is
serious and relates to whatever serious Issue I
can think of."
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Center for :-icw TV staffers
James Alsup, 17, from
Wh1U1Cy Young, and Alianna
Burne, 17, of Lane Tech,
mtcrv1ew \1ayor Rowlands of
Toronto, Canada, who VI. I ted
the Gallery 37 Slle.

THE JOKER BEHIND
THE CAMERA

v ideo camera operator James Lafayette Alsup Ill, ms both sides of the camera
w~h humor at his job at Gallery 37. James, a Whitney Young High School graduate,
plans to go to Drake University in Des Moines, Iowa, rut oot before he filishes his
job at Gallery 37. "The whole ttlng is fun, ~·s cool man. I mean it's not like work. ..
it's fun." Hiding <fflay from all the other art filled· tents, the video camera tent lies at
the rear of lot 37. "They buried us here.· James says, 'We're the best kept secret of
Gallery 37."
But it's almost impossible, w~h all of James' interests, to keep him in the
backgroum. "I like to do everything,· he says, "I can draw, I can write, and I can do
videos. I'm like the Dion Sanders of Gallery 37, except I don't have a drippy curl."
James prepares his video work by writing a storyboard, a sequence of events he
wants to cover mapped out on paper. If you took a look at his preparation ~would be
kmd of confuSing, but he understands it "But that's what matters,· he expfams, "If I
dldnl umerstand it I'd be rn troutle." Alsup rrust prepare his work well because hs
rnstructor had oo questions, aher James explained ~ to hrm, am he replied "That's
really good!" with a big smile.
Walking throughout the Gallery 37 site, James carries acamera am mterv~ews the
young artists. He p.Jts oomor into hrs work. "I would ask someone What do you think
of the garbage can?," he warts for an answer. "Then I'd ask them. Would you pay
$500 for it?' And if they say yes I'd ask What're you gorng to p.Jt mrt?' Usually from
there people won't really be expecting rl but some people will jump nght on rt. The
people are who you can get the humor from, their reactions or what they say."
James wants to work in the field of televrSion. "You can change the world with
teleVISIOn. Take Bart Simpson or Batman for exampe; everyone and their grandmother are weanng the T-shrrts, and I frgure if you can do that with televiSIOn, why oot
do somethrng good W1th rt. •
"Gallery 37 has the best artrsts. wnters, and VIdeo peope in the city,· said James.
He feels Gallery 37 is agood program for bnnging artists from all races togeth~r. "Ttls
rs a good program for kids woo go to an all-black school or an all-whatever school.
You'll meet some of everything here."
Lookrng at the JOb James rs domg now, am how motivated he feels about rt, mght
make you think someone would offer him aprofeSSional job. Accord1ng to James ths
was the best )Ob offered to him. ·~I wasn1 working here I'd be dearlng out sprtbowls
at a dentist's office."
WeU, as James has fun wor1<ing with VIdeo cameras, some dentist's aSSistant ts
fulfilling hs dream.
-Tariq Roysttr
Cluago V00100nal

disturbs society through dark vision
T he pained expression on the plaster mask's face reveals adark, haunting
vision. Horn-like growths protrude from
the beast's chin like an alien
claw. Three scarlet crucifixes stab at
the mask's forehead, blood running in
rivulets down the green plaster skin.
Thrs mask is The Great Babylon, the
creative work of Mei Moy, asoft-spoken
artist at Gallery 37. She is working at the
Marwen Foundation tent. The Marwen
Foundation is a non-profit organization
that offers free art classes to students.
Mei chose this disturbing vision as a
commentary about organized religion.
"The mask represents the great

Babylon. The crosses (on the mask's
forehead) represent idolatry. The
(IT)Book of Revelations in the Bible
mentions the beast with 10 heads. The
mask uses some of that.·
Mei's artwork isn't restricted to negative commentaries on religion. She also
likes to address other of society's problems through her art, like homelessness
and AIDS. Mei is Christian, but follows
some of the beliefs of the Jehovah's
Witnesses.
"Some people get lost when it comes
to religion,· says Mei. "People tend to
idolize the religious symbols, like
crosses, instead of the real message."

Mei's artwork is not restricted to appearing at Gallery 37, either. She designed aT-shirt and several posters for
the Whitney Young Chapter of Amnesty
International. Mei recently graduated
from Young and rs considering attending the American Academy of Art in the
spring. Mei works quietly on anew mask,
her fingers always in motion. Oddly, the
face used for The Great Babyfonwas that
of an atheist girl. Mei slightly smiles at
that comment, and voices her thoughts
on Gallery 37. She says," Iexpect it to be
a great learning experience:
- Cesnr Torres

''MeLH likes waddress...
~

society's problems
through her art, like
homelessness, and
AIDS."

Northwestern University
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ARTISTS AIM FOR CA
BLENDING INTER
AND INCOME

Earnest Bonds, 15,from.

Standing in front of a garbage can, Jami slowly lifts a stick of charcoal and begins
sketching. A forefinger and thumb pries a rabbit's eye open. She said that the scene
denotes how researchers spray oven cleaner in the rabbit's eyes and keep them open for
seven days. Rabbits don't cry the way people and other animals do, so they can't flush the
oven cleaner out of their eyes.
A dog with drooping tear-filled eyes looks forward while a man, holding a needle, walks
away from him. Another man is about to beat a seal while a cat silently sheds a tear.

"... I've always wanted to let people
know that it isn't all fun and games
when it comes to animals."
Jami Hossa is 15 years old and attends Morgan Park High School. She attends a sixweek summer job program at Gallery 37. Referring to her artwork, she said, "Actually, if I
make one person think or change one person's mind, I think I will have accomplished
something. I've always been an animal lover and I've always wanted to let people know
that it isn't all fun and games when it comes to animals... "
Jami really got serious about animal rights when her earth science teacher, Mrs. Leigh,
gave her the topic for a research paper. She has six cats, and this may also contribute to
her feelings about mistreated animals.
The words, "I'monly speaking for the animals... for they cannot speak for themselves," is
written on Jami's sketchpad. When people see her work, Jami says, "I want them to see
and feel pain and sadness (for the animals]."
- DeLisa Glover
Morgan Park H.S.
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Harper, a!!d Veronica NieTo,

17,from St. Barbara, work in
thesilkscreen tent (left photo),
Wi/liam flabich,16, poses wiJh
his sculpture (center), and
students work together mtJking
body pieces from plaster for a
wall-hanging (jar right).
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"T

here are a lot of people
who appreciate art but not enough to
keep your pockets full,· said Melvin
Roberson, a former student at
Gallery 37 who was visiting the
site. Gallery 37 is located at State
and Washington. Melvin admits that
Gallery 37 was an excellent
opportunity to meet new people and
learn interesting skills, but not

enough to make his professional
career as an artist skyrocket.
Carvell Ray, who works at Gallery
37 this year, is the recipient of five
scholarships in art yet he doesn't
think he'll be able to make a decent
living sticking to his preferred career,
either. He would like to sell his
sculptures and paintings to art
galleries. Carvell doesn't want to stray
too far from the artistic field so he's

thinking of becoming a court artist.
"Having a job as a court artist," said
Carvell, "is a good opportunity to
have my work exposed and open
the door for other artistic jobs.·
Though many of the student
artists will choose to sidestep their
special area, art is still the main
focus. William Habich would like to
create and sell art from his own

studio but until then he feels a job in
illustration would definitely pay better.
"Illustration is a field that will always
be around because there will always
be cereal boxes that needs to be
designed," said William. Despite the
perception of the starving artist, the
students at Gallery 37 are committed
to art as a lifelong career in one way
or the other.
- Carlean Ponder
Whitney Yoong

Photo by Juan Gutierrez, Farragut

Photo by Maritess Caamic, Lane Tech

TING
T he Chicago skyline. Sparkling lake
Michigan with the towering skyscrapers
in the background. It is a sight that seems
to constantlyamazeeven those who have
lived in Chicago all their lives.
It is a scene that Anastasia Fantasia
Platt is trying to recreate in her latest
mosaic.
Wearing a black leotard, a long gauze
tie-dyed skirt, ballet slippers, and beads
braided into her hair, AnastaSia looks
every bit the eccentric artist she claims to
be. She stands at 5'8", slender, wtth a
curly mane of light brown hair. She smiles
as she tries to get the pieces of her
mosaic to stayon the board. She is clearly

in her element here at Gallery 37.
She has recenUy completed a mosaic of a lion looking at himself in a
reflect1on pond, a Michael Jackson
collage, and a psychedelic peacock
made from ch1cken wire and papier

macM.
At Curie High School, where she
maJors 1n art, Anastas1a 1s a member
of the stage crew. She helps des1gn
and create the scenery and props
used in the many plays Curie puts on
each year. Her favorite was acantata,
a musical with almost no talking,
called "Joseoh and the Amazing
Technicolor Dream Coat."

Anastasia also enJOys creating her
own jewelry. She makes colorful hatr
dips, necklaces, bracelets, big goofy
ear nngs, and nngs made out of metal
washers. She spectalizes tn "Beads.
Claybeads, ethnic beads. I love beads.·
And muSic. Anastasta has taught
herself how to play the piano "I have a
great ear for mus1c. I can pick out
almost any song on the ptano."
And 1f that wasn 't enough ,
Anastasia also writes poetry. The
list goes on and on.
If anything can match her love of art,
perhaps it is her love of the occult.
"When I was ten or eight I started

playtng wttches: Anastasia said.
Her collection of witch items indude dtHerent color waters and
salts, stla gel, ground up Alka Seltzer, a ou11a board, silver chalices
and bowls, tncense and candles,
and, of course. a crystal ball.
"I am the par excellence of
witchery, learned tn b1ophy51cs and
st1tchery I am at the zen1th of my
power tn my att1c wmdow tower,"
she said, quottng apoem she wrote
to describe witchcraft and, perhaps, herself.
- Jessi01 Olson
Bogan
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Paper, an age-old tool of the arts, was taken to a unique art form by instructor
Charlotte Main and Chicago's young artists iri.lheUrban Gateways tent at Gallery 37.
This art form, known as paper-making, involves using fresh, hand-made paper to
create decorative paper bowls or vessels.
The process begins with making paper. Paper-making starts wit.h sheets of cotton
which are torn into smaller pieces and soaked in water. The pieces are then placed
in a blender and chopped into fine fibers. These fibers make up the pulp of the paper.
The pulp is put into avat of water and mixed with confetti to make it shiny and colorful.
Then a bowl or othercomatner Is plastic-wrapped and used as a mold. The artist ··
removes the pulp from the water, using a screen, and layers it onto the mold. When
enough pulp is ori the mold to form a fairly thick paper vessel, it is placed on a table
and left to dry .In acouple of days, the pulp wJU dry and pecome asoft yet sturgy paper. .·.·.· .
vessel. Then the artist can remove the mold and start decorating his or her paper bowl.
The artists decorate their bowls in many different ways. One decorative paper
vessel by student artist, Anna Johnson, was painted with a metallic background,
pastel rainbows; -and sprinkled with golden stars. "It's a·scene of a rainbow in the . . . ,
night," said Anna. Anna, a senior at Von Steuben High School, expresses her interest
in fantasy through her artwork. HA rainbow at night only exsists in dreams and
fantasies," said Anna. Now it exists on a decorative bowl for all to see.
Gallery 37 artfst bawn Shedlow, skipped the orthodox parriting procedl.ire and left ··
her bowl white. Then she dec- orated it with beads, miniature plq_
stic toys, and colorful
pieces of hand-made paper. "I've been decorating shoe-boxes like this since I was
little.," said Dawn. "J tbink.it looks nice and l enjoy doing it."
These creatively decorated paper bowls, along with all other artwork created at
Gallery 37, will be sold at the Gallery's retail store for $25 to $35 apiece. "Making these
bowls has given these talented young artists achance to experience adifferent form
of art,~ said paper-making instrucforChartotte Main. ~Now the public has a chance to
view these works of art and enjoy them as much as the artists enjoyed making them."

CARL BROWN

PAINTS
his vision of socletJ
@ ~I'TEMBER 1992

- Richard Dang
Von Steuben

Would you travel across the country alone and come home to cr1 empty
house just in time to start Gallery 37?
Sixteen-year-old Ronald Sager did. 'It was either forget the job or stay in
California" Sager, who was in California visiting cousins, came back a week
earier than his mother.
'I needed a job. I think it will help me because I am ta<ing art in sctOO and
I met a lot of people." Sager took the job to 'see if I could get used to it (making
art) for a living.·
Sagff is a rommercial art map- at Lane Tedlnical High Sdlool. If he did not
work at Gallery 37, he YtOOid stift oo worl<ing in the art fiekj, 'I would work at
another gallery." says Sager. 'I did sign up for another job but that can wait ~
YtOOid oo a rurator job."
He describes himself <5 'somewhat a !)'OiessOOal artisr. Sager is rurrenlly
Y.Uiking on ama<>k of ~usa ~usa is a my1hological rnonsler with snakes
(instead of hair) roming out of her head. He chose ~usa because 'I wanlld
stuff sticking out of the head." Sager's mask ha<> a deep purple face with green
snakes scalloping the edges.
Sage-, who works klr the Malwen FOllldation, said he enjoys Y.Uiking in the
Marwen SJX)f1SO!'ed tent 'I know some of the instructors so 1w<Jk ootter
because I am more comfortable: The Marwen Foundation is a non-profit
orQ<Y1ization that offers free art classes to students after sctOO.
If Sager could pic!< the next class, ~ YtOOid be the video dass (the classes
switch alter three weeks). 'I'd like to by something differenL pus I'minterested
in vdeo," says Sager. Before the classes switch, 'I want b make a ma<>k that
opens up and there's another one inside.·
Sage-, who will probal:ly oo nvdvro with art the rest of his life, has already
dedded that his experience at Gallery 37 was worth missing an extra week of
California vacationing. But he will on~ oo sure of his expefllnce's worth when
his piere; are put up for sale. , want to know if my artwork is good enough to
sell, 1want to know if someone else appreciates ir he says.
-Irena Sromek
Lane Tech

Cart Brown fights for brotherhood with his paint brush.
The Gallery 37 artist said he uses his art work to send the message
that "Racism is silly. We should end discrimination and work together
as a society." In Brown's garbage can he uses every color in the
rainbow.lt makes his point clear when he uses the words "If colors can
work together, why can't we?"
"My garbage can is an urban-type social viewpoint on racism. I got
the idea from a book report cover. The words I had to sit and think of.
It didn1 turn out the way I planned it - it turned out better with the
techniques I learned from Gallery 37," Brown said. "I joined Gallery 37
for the experience. So far I've learned dry brush, how to mix paint, and
blend colors. I only used to draw, I tried painting but it didn't turn out
right. That's a lot (different) from what I'm used to."
-Nicole Clark
Josephinum
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COMBINES SCULPTURE
AND SOUND

Maria Hernandez, 17, of Lane Tech
listens to a "sound collage" at the
Gallery 37 site.

How

would you like to pck up a telepoone and listen to songs, gJnshots, fading voices, dropping
marbles and peope talking all at o~e?
Well, Gallery 37 arxl the people woo worked on the sound collages at The School of the Art lnstrtute of
Ctlcago have made th1s possit)e.
Two sourxl collages are stationed at Gallery 37. The sound collages are seH-starxling, painted wood
Sa.Jiptures wrth telepoones attached to them so that peope can hear the messages.
If you enter Gallery 37 from the Washington and State entra~e. you11 see one of the sound collages w1th
a forest-like background and an outreached hand wrth a poone on rt.
It reads, "Gallery 37, ptck up, sound collage: On the back rt has the names of the peope - like Cheri,
Rey, and Juanrta - who worked on rt. The poone message contains peope talking as in a phone
conversation, an argument between two people
ard someooo walking upstairs. Thebackgrourd
noises contain drumbeats ard beeps.
The other sound collage 1s a btg 'G With a 37
attached to the bottom and a telepoone on top.
Ooo of the people woo hstened to the telephone
replied, "It's a little hard to hear what they're saYJng • Part of
the Iynes to a Pink Floyd song are also on the tape. On the erxl
there is an operator's voiCe that says, "Please hang up,
Please hang up:
Picking up the telephone activates the tape. Six or se·,en
pieces of sounds are on each tape, consisting of ·sounds that
they [the workers) found outside and inside," says Valerie
Brodar, an instructor. Brodar says the sounds are ones the
teens "make up, ope ring coke cans, people walking upstairs,
trains and small segments of radio sourxl.•
Artists use walkmans, 4-tracks, rricropoones, tapes and
tape recorders to capture the sounds. An hour-long program
of their work will air on WZRD (88.3) FM and possibly WBEZ
Jesus Hernandez walches as Aaron Keuhn, 16, of
(91.5) FM.
WhiJney Young and Holly Hutto, a supervisor, assemble
Scott Alan Wilson-Godoy, another instructor, shows eva wooden box for one of their sound sculptures.
eryone oow to use the equipment and demonstrates recording techniques. He has been working with sound for about
frve years and learned what he knows from books and the
Sound Department at the School of the Art Institute of
Chicago.
Tom Pilsbury, a student at Whitney Young who is now
studying sound says, "It's interesting to learn new things
about sound. I look at sound differently. Before, I took sound
for granted:
Juanita Martinez is working on a 'Radio Theater' project
for WZRD (88.3} FM. She says, "I think it's really fun, you
never pay attention to sounds until you come here. There are
a lot of sounds we take for granted. Once you go outside you
hear a lot of sounds you don1 pay attention to."
Debbie Gora, an on-site artist and graduate of LaneTech,
thinks working on the sounds collage is "a good experience
because it brings you together wi th people just like yourself
and you learn interesting things, but tho best part is, we're
getting paid for it."
E. Reyes andhergrandkidsJoeyReyes,4, aruiCecilia
Reyes, 9, explore a sound sculpture at Gallery 37.

- Dcl.i.~a Glo~cr
Morgun Park IL'i.

Jesus Hernandez, 19, of Curie
H.S., experiments wiJh collected
sounds on a four-tracker.

J uaniJa Martinez, 16, of Curie H.S.,
Hugh Scharland, 18, of Whitney
Young, and Debbie Gora, 17, a Lane
Tech graduate, put a prime coat of
paint on a wooden sound sculpture.

Photos by Mnrites.<; Caamir. Lnne Tech

Ahmad Abdul-Hameed • Mireya Acierto • Maria Aguilar • Nelly Aguilar • James Alsup • Daniel Alvarez • Burton Anderson • Kimberly Anderson • Marylynn Arana • Marisa
Arevalo • Antonio Arias • Maria Lena Arteaga • Gloria Atkins • Dujuan Austin • Charles Baker • Spencer Baker • Alonso Balderas • Claudia A. Balderas • Nicole Banks •
John D. Bargyh • Tiwanna Bass • Rebecca Berg • Jill Bernstein • Carlos Berrout • Nicolas Berry • Lachishia Billings • Eria Bills • Serria Bishop • Steven Boch • Earnest
Bonds • Sacha Borisich • Kelly Boyd • Ronnie E. Boykin, Jr. • Lucretia Brewer • Jairo Brito • Torkea Brookins • John Anthony Brooks • Andrea Brown • Brenden Brown • Carl
Brown • Dwight Brown • Esther Brown • Quentin Brown • Tamela Bruton • Ladell Bruson • Christopher Budd • Varun Budhiraja • Jose Buitron • Lucille Burmov • Raquinda
Burns • Kimberly Burton • Vernand Burton • Alianna Burzic • Agnes Burzykowski • Maritess Caamic • Angelica Campos • Victor Candiotti • Sonia Carreno • Farrha Cathouse
• Willie Chambers • Breeann Champion • Edward Chatman • Stacey K. Chavez • Daniel Chisu • Nicole Clark • Michael Cloud • Donever Cobbs • Alfontain Coker • Brandon
Collier • Jasmine Collins • Lashonda Colton • Gloria Conteras • Nikole Cook • Victorina Cruz • Kadrena Cunningham • Linda Daitsman • Richard Dang • Lance Deonta Davis
• Tiawansa Davis • Stanley Debrito • Samuel Diaz • Wesley Dickey • David Dillon • Douglas Dillon • Paula Dillon • Nikita Dixon • Naomi Dodd • Nicole Duckett • Kathleen
Duffing • Edward Escamilla • Alma Farias • Mehvash Farrukh • Frederick T. Ferguson • Monique T. Ferguson • Rashawn Fitzgerald • Laquran Flowers • Sandra Frias • Kenya
Fulton • Glifford Gabor • Alexander Gallegos
Ayitey Hulede • Natasha Hunt • Tina
• Oscar Garcia • Ariadria Garza • Stacy
Hurley • Salim Hurtado • Fortunata
Gersh berg • Edward Gholston • Michael
Gibson • Roland Gibson • Eric Givihan •
Delisa Glover • Alejandrina Godinez •
Richado Gomez • Abigail Gonzalez • Jason
Gonzalez • Alexandra Gonzalez • Otto
Gonzalez • Debra Gora • Salama Gordon •
Owen Griffith • Amber Gumm • Francisco
Gutierrez • Juan Gutierrez • Manelick
Gutierrez • William Habich • Erika Hall •
Jacinda Hall • Sheldon Hall • Contrina
Hampton • Jennifer Harmantas • Malik
Harmon • Akia Harris • Nikki Geovanni Harris
• Tamara Harris • Velvet Harris • Ransaan K.
Hawkins • Heather Herman • David Jesus
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Iannello • Benjamin Israel • Bridgett
Jackson • Otis Jackson • Tana Jackson •
Caswell James • Sameul James • Jillian
Jansky • Melinda Jaramillo • Marina
Jimenez • Abra Johnson • Anna Johnson •
Aundrea K. Johnson • Errick Johnson •
Shelia Johnson • Tiffany Johnson • Joe
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Jones • Jonah Jones • Karl Jones •
Michael Jones • Rosalynd A. Jones •
Taureser Jones • Twila Jones • Wanda
Jones • !Iiana Jordan • Marquecia Jordan •
Anna Kafel • Yonas Kahassai • Jean Kang
• Romero Kellum • Shanitah Key • Shazia
Khan • Anya Kivarkis • Leigh Klonsky •
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Hernandez • Valerie Patrice Hilderbrand •
Lance, Ill • Alonzo Lanier • Amee Lapke •
Steven Hill • Walter Hinton, Jr. • Zipporah
Preciouse Laserna • Calvin Lee • Carol
Hodges • Jami Hossa • David Howard • Mary
Lee • Tanya Carlota Lemberger • Melanie
Ann Howley • Chane! Hudson • Aki Hulede •
Lewis • Nikkieli Lewis • Qortez Lewis •
Ericka Littlejohn • Danny Liu • Neria Loeza • Ryan Lopez • Jose Lozano • Tyler Luzietti • Dylan MacWilliams • Lauree Mack • Brian Malone • Frederica Malone • Tomekia
Manuel • Brooke Markovitch • LaMar Marks • Robert Marsh • Jennifer Martell • Robin Martin • Eric Martinez • Juan Martinez • Juana Martinez • Mark Mathena • Stephanie
Mayer • Ronald McClendon • Lennard McFadden • Keisha McGary • Lindella Mcintosh • Shawn McKee • Kitara McKinney • Edwin McPherson • Mercedez Medina •
Carmen Del Pila Menchaca • Elizabeth Meyer • Sharon Miguel • Belva Miles • Eliyahu Miller • Bruce Mitchell • Kwame Mitchell • Stephanie Mitchell • Wyatt Mitchell •
Fernando • Moctezuma • Hugo Molina • Nicole Monroe • Shana Montanez • Terrana Moore • Karen Moran • Shannon Morris • Patrica Moten • Mei Moy • Ataallah
Muhammad • Farid Muhammad • Brian Mynarczyk • Jessica Napoles • Carmen Nava • Joanna Negrete • Sherman Nelson • Gordon Neuman • Sandra Niemi • Reyna Nieto
• Amme Ayo Nowlin • Nilwona Nowlin • Allan Nunez • Melvina Nunn • Patricia Ochoa • Dorceas Ogunbiyi • Jessica Olson • Stevens Ortiz • January Overton • Mario Pantoja
• Mynor Paredes • Rocio Pareja • Darrell Parks • Canessa Payne • Michael Pecoulas • Ayanna Peden • Emily G. Perez • Leslie Perez • Martha Perez • Roxanne Perez •
David Perlut • Oscar Peterson • Styles Peterson • Leshonda Pettigrew • Lorenzo Phillips • Thomas Pilsbury • Anastasia Platt • Melindo Polk • Carlean Ponder • Theresa
Porter • Alan Porterlield • Brandi Quillin • Lawrence Reed • Laronda Reyonlds • Raoul Reza • Lenita Richardson • Victoria Richardson • Elisa Ridley • Joseph Robertson •
Anthony Robinson • Chittina Rob1nson • Theresa Robinson • Sean Rochford • Raquel Rodriguez • Gianna Rogers • Coy Rollins • Israel Romero • Patrick Rowland • Ricky
Royal • Tariq Royster • Jeffery Rugh • Sonica Cielo Ruiz • Erin Ryan • Michelle Rybka • Ronald Sager • Maria Sanchez • Roberto Sanders • Le'Cherie Sanford • Chalum
Sangsuvan • Octavia Sansing • Luis Santana • Milton Santiago • Jeremiah Santos • Alfonso Santoyo • Eva Sawicki • Hugh Scharland • Cary Scheidel • Dwayne Scuefield •
Stacy Sears • George Servin • Khan Shazia • Dawn Shed low • Najad Sheikh • Michael Sherman • Agron Simpson • Derrick Smith • Lana Smith • Nicole Smith • Eva Snopek
• Judith Sol-Dyess • Stephan Somuah • Irena Sromek • Jeffery Stampley • Ewelina Stanczyk • Katrina Steele • George Stewart • Tahirah Stewart • Antoine Stuckey • Kevin
Swoope • Ray Swoope • Lavelle Sykes • Tariq Tamir • Alberto Tanquero • Michelle Tatum • Donna Taylor • Jamaro Taylor • Aimee Thomas • Donald Thomas • Myrick
Thomas • Christopher Thompson • Jacqueline Tiema • Cesar Torres • Michael Treadway • Sylvia Trejo • Sharhonda Tribett • Todd Triplett • Jeffery Tryban • Pauline Turlow
• Mika Uehara • Wendy Vahey • Mathew Valadez • Diana Valencia • Maria De Jesus Varela • Leonardo Vargas • Vickey Velazquez • Jeanette Velez • Michael Vendel •
Gillermo Villanueva • Marie Anne Vinas • Eric Wallace • Gerald Wallace • David Wan • Jesse Washington • Kenard Watkins • Leslie Watkins • Lomaria Watson • Relioues
Webb • Oafrikara Webber • Maria Weiss • A1mee Wertepny • Hilton Wharff • Thomas Whipple • Cheri Whitsett • Holly Wilcox • Krishaun Williams • Shatay Williams
• Sherrice Williams • Lamonica Wilson • Sylvester Winfield • Sandra J. Winiesdorffer • Rakeshea Winners • Diane Witiarz • Vicky Witiarz • Becky Wong • Andrea Wright •
Andre Young • Jermaine Young • Anna Yu • Mei Mei Yu • Reyes Zaragoza • Dominique K. Zenon • Jia Zhao • Michelle Zielinski
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a civic work of art

In its second year, Gallery 37
blossomed into a garden of talented
young artists creating a colorlul splash in
th e heart of Chi cago's downtown .
Almo st twice th e size of last year's
program , Gallery 37 tram ed and
employed about 450 high school artists
under ten enormous tents on a 3-acre
site east of the Daley Center.
To date, the public has shown its
appreciation for the high quality of the
students' work by purchasing over
$20,000 worth of paint1ngs, prints,

The

ceramics, sculpture, and hand-painted
benches, among other art works. Art
work created by Gallery 37 students will
be on exhibit and for sale at the Chicago
Cultural Center in the Fall.
Major commissions th1s year also
attest to the excellent work produced by
Gallery 37 artists. A g1ant-size chess set
will soon be a permanent, playable
installation at Navy Pier, thanks to a
commission by the Metropolitan Pier and
Expos1tion Authority. A 200-foot mural,
commiSSIOned by Trammell Crow
Residential Service-North, can be seen
in their 1212 North LaSalle building's
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retail and atrium spaces.
Administered by the Chicago
Department of Cultural Affairs, Gallery
37, a six-week summer art education
and employment program, was made
possible through the cooperative efforts
of over 15 additional city departments
and agencies including the Department
of Planning and Development, the
Chicago Public Schools, the Mayor's
Office of Employment and Training, and
the Chicago Park District, to name a few.
Over 100 arts professionals from tift
een teaching organizations instructed the students in the graphic, sculp-
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tural.
textile, video, literary and perlorming arts.
We are also grateful to the over 40
corporations and private organizations
who supported Gallery 37 with dollars
and in-kind contributions including: FJV
Venture; The Centel Foundation ;
Chicago Community Trust; Chicago
Mercantile Exchange; Fruit of the Loom,
Inc.; Kraft General Foods; Leo Burnett
Company, Inc.; The John D. and
Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation;
Sara Lee Corporation; and Waste
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Waste Management. Inc.

The Chicago Community Trust
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I said aprayer for mi raza today
1 said a prayer for mi raza today,

Swimsuits switch with
schoolbags as summer
draws lightly to a close
and fall is ushered in,
cool greeting on its frostlaced breath. As you
prepare to march the
same old same old, cast
your eyes up high and in
the kaleidoscope of
rainbow-hued leaves, in
the raw beauty of the
crisp auJumn sl. :y, that not
even your algebra
teacher can take away.
-Sabrina Esbitt,
Young Chicago Editor

And I know Dios must have heard,
I felt the answer in my heart, Although He spoke no word!
I didn't ask for much,
I knew He wouldn't mind,
I asked Dios to send treasures,
Of a far more lasting kind!
I asked Dios to be ncar us,
At the start of each new day,
To grant us salud and bcndic1oncs,
And for camales to share our ways.
I asked for happiness for us,
In all thing great and small,
But it was for mi ra1.a,
I prayed for most of all!
Christopher Graver
Chicago H1gh School for Agricultural Sc1enccs
humanity
dripping down,
oo1.ing out,
the love that must consume us.
searing through,
bursting from,
the hatz that must pursue us.
twisting up,
snca.kmg in,
the fear that must rule us .
bummg on,
standmg fast,
the hope that must preserve us.
cutting short,
flymg past,
the life that must sustain us.
- OI)~Galindo

Autobiography
of a leaf
No!
My umbilical cord has given waynot proclaiming my !Jfe,
but insuring my death,
as I s I

d
e and twirl,
almost laz.ily,
to the Vo1d beyond my Tree.
(and my life flashes before me.)
and I remember,
the mild, bnght Spring of my birth ...
the unyielding heat of ripening Summer...
the first surrings of panic as the famine
(of Autumn ) begins.
I am the last,
staying,
in the facr of cold-eyed Winter
whose child, Death, springs
from an empty womb.
What if there IS no more after me?
What 1s there, if not the Tree?
and a leaf,
(the last leaf),
falls lightly,
to the ung1vmg cement,
smgmg 1ts dirge,
to no one.
-Erin Jobnson
Kfnwood Academy
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We Buy-Sell-Trade
Jackets & Coats . Used Cop Coats · Motorcycle Jackets • Used Black Leather
Used Lip 5ervlce . Used Dr. Martens-Used Westem Boots·Used Levis
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Colombia o frece
mas que drogas

There is much more to
Colombia than drugs

U

nJonunatt'ly. I "'-U'n't able w Jearn
much about my country Irom pcr;onal
e:~~fX.'rtcnce. Lcavtng my country at an
ugc oJ X a great deal ol customs "'-Cre lost to me.
I learned more about my country tn the United
States than 10 my n"'-n land.
A va.~t numhc.:r nl Colomtnans hve tn the
lJnl!ccl State' and th.tnk\ to that I've been able to
enJoy the way ol hie ol ( olombtan~. I usc the
word enJOY bccau\C 10 my country hie ts ba\Cd
on danCing, CJllng, dnnk1ng and cclcbraung. I
haven't met a flCr\ClO who wouldn't hkc to enJOY
a lmlc partytng wtth the ;ou or party ammah
I rom Colombta.
Enough wtth the parl!C.\, tn he able tn undcr\tand a culturl' we have to get \Omc fat1s do"'-n.
In Colornb•a. Spantsh ., the m.un langua~•c and
.thuut XO fX.'rl'Cnt ol the populauon 1s Cathohc
Collce and emeralds arc our rna1n c~pom. Our
CCllnlscaJied PCMl.
and one dollar ts
equal to XOO Pesos (Th ., can get
you a JlllC}' banana
" Most of our
spht). Most ol our
lavontc foods are
fa vorite foods
R1cc.
are... rice, beans, \larchy
beans. potawes
potatoes and
and gra1 ns are H .'!)
popular O"'- v.c
gram s ...
1-..no"" v. here v.c
where we
get the cncrg} to
party
(Colombians)
Bogota 1s the
get the energy to capttol
and ts elparty ... "
evated from the
rest of the country
as 11 slls on the
Andes. 50 F tcm!JI!raturc" arc nor-

~csafortuna
mal. The color' ol our llag
arc yellow, blue and n..'d.
damentc, yo no
Yellow ~Land'> lor our
tuvc laoportunid.ldd •
country·' naturaJ resources
aprendcr mucho sobn: mi
pais atravcJ: de c"<pcncncia
ul gold, emeralds, and nch.
ferule so1l. Blue stand.s for
propia.
AI dejar mi pais ala cdld
the water of the Pacific
de ocho ano yo pcrdf
Ocean Red ts for the blood
muchas de las costumbn:s
shed hyourhbcrator.Stmon Photo~ Cleo ONens, HydeParle
Colombianas. Yo he
Bolivar
8} AI~\ \loreno
aprcndido mas de mi pai-;
Bolivar, "'-hO\C homeuff \hiler
aqut en los E.~tados Unidos
land v.as Vcnc;ucl,t, hbcrAmundsen
que en mt propia tierra.
atcd our country from a
Un gran numero de
group of countncs called
colombtanos ~tven en los E..'t.:ldos Umdos y
.. La Gran Colombia." Th1s group included Ecgractas a cso yo he podldo dtsfrutar Ia forma de
uador. Pen.. Bolma and Venc!Ucla. Colombta
vtdadc loscolombtanos Uso Ia palabradtsfruta.r
shares fronuers w1th all of these countries except
ya que en mi pais Ia v1da estabasada en bailar,
Bohv1a
corner, bcbcr, y celcbrar. Yo no he conoctdo a
What about the bad reputauon drug selhng
nmguna persona que no le gustc eli frutar un
has g1vcn us' LJrugs arc hkccollec. we export tl.
poco
con los pachangueros de Colombia.
Yet. ""e don 1 gro"" the stuJI 10 our backyards.
Suficicntccon las fiestas, para podercntcndcr
We get 11 from our ne1ghbors hkc Bohv1a and
unacuJtura tcnemos qucconoccr algunos hcchos.
Peru Very lew people tn Colombta arc mto
En Colombia, cl csp:111ol cs Ia leogua olicial y
sdhng drugs and C'<Cn Jess people consume
cast 80% de Ia poblact6n cs Cat6hca.
them.
Cafe y csmcraldas son nuestro major exporte.
Colombian drug smugglro arc succe.s\ful
Nuestra
moneda cs llamada pesos, y un dolar es
lx.'Causc I've nouccd that Colombians like to
equtvalcntc a 800 pcsos.(con esto tc pucdes
succeed a.' much a\ they can 1n thetr own field
comprar un delicioso hclado de banana). La
My dad make\ shoes, and he make~ ~orne ot the
mayona de nucstras comtdas favontas son
best orthopediC shoes for very Important people.
cornidas almidonadas. Arroz, fnjoles. papas y cl
Who'd tmagtne that tht..'fe •.., no busm~' hkc
t:ngo son muy populares. Ahora sabcmos de
shoe bustnC\s'
donde
sacamos las cncrgtas para rumbcar.
Many people arc alrrud of VI SlUng ColomIa capital yesu clevadadcl res to del
Bogotaes
bia bccau'c of the v1olcncc Don't v. orry.
pa1s
ya
que
esta snuada en los Andes. 50 F
C\\~JUSttcnd to make ~tones a httlc b1gger
so comuncs.
Tempcraturas
than the} rca II} arc. Drop b}. come part) "'-tth
Los colores de nuestra bandera son amarillo,
the aruma!\. +
azul y roJO. Amanllo es por nucstros rccursos
naturales de oro, esmcraldas, y por nucstras
ucrras ferules y ncas. Azul signilica cs agua del

t,./

();:canoPacifico. Ro.JO porlaungrcdcm.mad.'l
por nue.~tros hberudor, Stmon Bohvar.
Bohvar, rotivodc Vcnc:Tuclil. hbcm o nu tro
pais de un grupo de pat.o;e.\ ll.umdo "l~ Gran
Colombta ·• E tc grupo mcluyc Ecuador, Peru.
Bohvia y Venc,ucla. Colombia comp nc
frontcra con todos e.'tos paN:' nccpto Boll via.
Y que huvo de Ia mala n·put.:lcton que b~
c.Jrogas nos han dado! Dmga..' -.on como cl cafe:
nosotros las C!~porumo . Pcro nosotros no
cultivamos drogas in nue!itrOs JUliO . 050tro\
lo obtcncmos de nuestro vccmos como Bolt via
y Peru. Pocos colombianos vcndcn drogas y
mucho mcnos Ia coru;umcn.
Conu-.1banc.Jista.' oc drog..t s colombianos ticncn
extto, ya que a lo colombianos lc gusta tcncr
Lnunfo en su propio campo.
M1 papa haec 1.apatos, y tucc unos d to
mCJOI'CS ;.apaws ortopedicos para gcntc muy
importantc Qutcn htba a imagin:1r que no tuy
ncgocio como cl
ncgocto
de
"Y"Y"Y"Y"Y
;.apatos!
Mucha gentc
uenc micdo de
uLa mayoria de
visitar Colombia
nuestras
por Ia vJOlcncia.
comidas
No se preocupen!
Las nO ll ClaS
fa voritas ...arroz,
t.icncn Ia t.endcncia
frijoles, papas
de hacer las
hiswnas un poco
yel trigo ...
mas grandcs de lo
de donde
que en realidad
sacamos las
son. Vtsftcnos, y
vengan a disfrutar
energias para
con los pachanrumbear ... "
gcros. +

The diHerence between my culture and other Hispanic cultures
unn!! the ume r,e bt-cn th10lung
abt>ut th1s 'tatcment. 1·' c nouc~'d the
t,trthng n:aht) th.n .lhllllst e>ef) 1lnc.
l.lttn1>s and fil)n-LaUihl\ ahke. ~·an '>C..'e no dtltcrcn'e am,lng the m.l!l) Ul\~'f\e Laum1 .:ulllUl''

-\lllllthc ~·uJturc, ha\e been grourx.'d mill one
lal<..'l,!llf'\ Ht p.lm, · But I :t."l here Ill SJ~ that
tt 1'n 't '') Dttlcn·n,-~ among the Lluno com·num ' r.Ul!!C Irom pl'f'.onal behcl to traJJUonaJ
\ :tlU(~

TaJ....e 111~ 'llnllmtrut:>. the PtJ :-1) RJ~..1n' lmmumt). l1lf c'\Jmpk One ~trl>ng .b(X."Xl ot l ur
,·ulturc •~ the: TC!-1 tarr~c to the lemt ·~bp.mk:
\\ c arcc1thcr Puel'll) Rl'<.ln or Launo- b) JcfinittllO {X."'){lk of Lau n -\.nx"l,'J , r '' •th Laun J.S a
t-J''' il r th~·tr languag '. \\ hh.... .:-enrunl) the

(ase 10 the pant h language o if you ever get
the urge to call -.omconc H1~paruc. think agam.
Lnht...e the ~te\Jcans ""hu on~nnatc !rom the
~1a) a lnd1an' along ,,;th nther mdigenou' culture~. the Puerto R>cans arc de-;cended from the
umon bet\\~O the paruard.s. brought over by
Columhu'. and the Spaniard~· o\lncan slave .
One \\J)' "e celebra£ our uruque culture~~ b)
se~.nng ~Ide a week 10 June for a par:k.lc and a
C'JllU val ''hen: the d.tlTerent conunurut) leakrs
~orre wgethcr to cctebrate our hCf11.1::.e>e. We are
entenamoJ b) dlrtcrent paru. h mu'1Cl311.' s10gu1g
\ll--.1 and olhcr tradiMnal paru h t)-pt.~ of -.ung.
But the be't pan tor .lim) t ever: one 1 the
tood. Contr~ : 1 popular belief Puerto Rican
re taurant eu~t m Ou~ago. Take :'-.tana.u for
m.. tan~e '\.i111L'd:tfteracn: tnPuenoRico.tlus

place olfers the best vanety and quality of
Puerto R1can food. You ""on't find bumtm or
tilCil~ here; "'-hat you'll '-CC plenty Of people
eaung arc d1 hes hke arro1 con gandules. red
nee \\ilth chick. peas. 11m. 1.., one aspect of our
culture all nauonaiiUC' !me to take part 10.
But the btggest d!.l ferencc bet"ecn m1nc and
Other cultures~~ ourcelebrauono! a .. cry peoal
holida}. Chn. ~- Mo t other Launo cultures
concentrate on Chnsuna.s day to gJ\C gifts and
pend ume \lo1th Jo, ed ones. y;hJJe in Puerto Rico
\\C like to take 10 the complete holida}.
Thaa weccle00!1cOlristmaSda) by pending
urre ''1th t3.m.ily and frlench. ~ "ho choose w
lea\'e the gill gmng a:.pect of!l roc the da) It was
t!UL."'Oed · "El di2 de los Reyes ~lagos:· oc 11lret!
~ Da}. January 6. llus was the day \\'hen the

three king.\. ~ngg~fts."" cntto sec t.tv.: baby Jews.
But thi gifl-glVIng taeUc 1 qwtc d1fkrcnt
trom that ol a Chn tlll4S tree. In thts parucular
custom the chlldrcn arc a<;ked to place an empty
box under the1r bed and 10 the rmddlc of the
mght the three kings ndc up on thctr horses and
leave gifts 1n the box. But rcmcmber,Jf there IS
no bo:-;, there are no g~fts.
Fun customs of this n.ature make all Latino
cultures dlftereru but equally 1mprKtant to our
indJ VIdual identiucs. We 'ihould ic<f'n lO app-caale
the differences m oor culrures r~ than frowrung
upon lhem and uymg to change each OO!cr. +
8} £nJya Rolda

swr ~riter
l..ut Tedl

Alittle of El Salvador
and its people

11 Hispanic cultures have the
same roots wh1ch are from
Spa1n, the mother country, as
well as tho e which have 1ndtan
roots, wh1ch make us mest1z.o . But ever
since Europ1ans di covered the New
World there ha been a m1xture of cultures and a ll me has passed our Spanish
people have adopted many other custom .
However f've lived 1n th1. country more
than in my own. which 1s El Salvador.
Therefore l can't really recall much of
our customs and traditiOn .
But livtng here in Amenca has taught
me some of the little difference. that ex 1st
even between other H1 pan1c countnes.
Like the way some of them u e the Spanish language; for example. 1n Mex1co the
children arc called Chamacos, 1n Guatemala they·recalled
Pawjos. and in my
country I'm used tO
calllng
them
inos. Another
uEl Salvador is
difference is the
a very religious
way they live or
even the way they
country ... but
raise the1r famll1es.
after religion
Most parents from
Hispan1c countnes
comes the
other than El Sal fun ... Our
vador are stncter
tropical rhythm
wJth their children
than the El Sal\ awill make you
dorans I know.
dance... "
I would descn be
the people of my
country as very

A

Un poco de El Salvador
y su gente

'7.

united, fnendly, happy
tenido que soporta.r una guerra civil por
odas la s culturas
12anos. Perocomo mi mama dice, nuestro
and enthusiastic. These
hispanas tienen
pais es conocido como el pais de Ia eterna
people have had to put
las mismas raices
sonrisa, ya que Ia gente nunca pierde la
las cuales son de Espana,
up w1th a c1vll war
Ia madre patria, asi como
esperanza de que algun dfa podran vivir
which ha been go1ng
tam bien esas que tienen
en paz.
on for 12 years. But
raices indigenas, las que
Yo heestado en este pais casi ocho aiios
!Jke my mother says,
nos
hacen
mestizos.
y
haec
dos aiios fui a pasar Navidad con
our country IS known
Pero desde que los
mi famlla y amigos. Yo esperagbe que
as the country of the Photo by Cleo Owens Hyde Parlt
europeos descubrieron
fuera una av1dad especial y asi fue. Claro
eternal smile, for the
el Nuevo Mundo , ha
que no fue una blanca Navidad ya que es
people never lose hope
B~ PatriciJI Castro
habido una mezcla de
u n pais trop1ca I. Pero Ia gen te lo hace tan
of one day be1ng able
SUlfWriter
culturas y atravez del
especial que no se necesita nieve. Tu
to 11 ve 1n peace.
Amundsen
uempo nuestra gentc ha
puedes salir a Ia calle y divertirte un poco
I· ve been 1n th1~
quemando polvora o puedes invitar a tus
adoptado muchas otras
country for almo t e1ght
familia y am1gos y dtsfrutar de una fiesta
COSLU m bres.
year_ and about t"'o
Ya
que
yo
he
vtv1do
en
este
pais
mas
Ia noche.
toda
years ago I went to spend Chnstma~ 1n El
El
Salvador es un pais muy religioso
que
en
cl
mio,
cual
es
El
Sal\
actor,
yo
no
Salvador w1th my family and fnends 1
donde Ia mayona de Ia gente is Cat6lica,
puedo recordar mucho sobre nuestras
expected It to be a very spec1al Chnstmas
pero despues de Ia
costumbres y tradictones.
and 1t surely was. It cena1nly wasn 't
religion viene Ia dtPero el v1v1r aqut 1n America me
a while Chnstmas for 1t's a trop1cal
ver ion, ya que nos
ha ensenado algunas de Ia' pcqueiias
country but people make ll so spe<.:1al
encanta 1r a Ia playa
diferenc1as que existcn entre otros
you don ' t need sno\.\ You n: able to
(
El
Salvador
es
pa1ses
h1spanos.
como
Ia
manera
en
y como tenemos el
go out on the streets and have 'orne
que
algunos
de
clio
usan
cl
espanol.
Oceano
Pacifico al
fun burntng l1recracker' or you can
un pais muy
cjemplo,
en
Mex1co
los
nmos
su
deo
nosotros
Por
JUSt 1nv1te all your relauves and
religioso
...
pero
son
llamados
Chamacos,
en
Guatepodemos
gozar
un
fnends over to party all n1ght long.
dfa en Ia playa
mala on llamado P:nojos. yen mt
despues de la
El Salvador~~ a very rehgtous country
cuando lo desiemos.
pats yo les llamo niiios.
where most of the people are Catholics.
Otra d1fercnc1a es Ia mancra en religion viene la
Pero especialmente
but after rchgwn come~ the fun. for we
su~
famtlia
.
r-.tuchos
diversion
...
que
d1ngen
a
nos encanta b:::.ilar.
love to go to the beach and smce the
padres
de
otros
pa1ses
htspanos
Nuestro
ritmo tropiPac1fic Ocean IS south ol u~ we can enJOY
Nuestro ritmo
aparte
de
El
Salvador
son
rna
cal
te
hara
a good day 1n the beach anyume we want
tropical
te
hara
extnc
tos
con
us
hiJOS
que
los
ba1lar
...
aunque
tu
no
But we c.spcctally love dancing Our
salvadorenos
que
yo
cono1co.
+
puedas.
bailllr
...
"
trop1cal rhythm w11l make you dance ...cvcn
Yo descr1b1ria a Ia gcntc de m1
1f you don't know how.+
p:us como muy untda, am1gable,
alegre y entustasta E ta gcnte ha

La differencia entre mi cultura y otras culturas hispanas.
n el t.iempoqueheestadopcnsandoen
este tema, he not.ado que Ia verdad es
que cast wdo el mundo, lat.inos no
lat.inos, no pucden ver Ia dtfcrcncta
entre Ia divcrsidad de culturas latmas.
Tod.as las culturas han sido pucstas en una
sola categoria-'hispanos'. Pcro yo estoy aqui
para decir que no es asi. Las difcrcncias entre
Ia comunidad lat.ina califican dcsde creencias
personales hast.a valores tradicionales.
Tomcmos mi comunidad, Ia comunidad
puertorriqucna, poreJemplo; un as pee to fuert.c
de nuestra cultura es Ia rcstst.cncia al tcrmino
"hispano." Somos pucrtorriqucnos o somos
launos La delintc1on de Ia palabra latmos cs
gente de America Latina o con latin como su
lenguage ba~1co, cual es el caso de Ia lcngua
hispana. Si alguna ve7 picnsas Ilamar a algu•en
hispano, piensalo otrd vez.
No stcndo como los Mcxtcanos que ticnen

&

su origcn de los md10s Maya con ot.ras culturas
indigenas, los puertornqucnos son
dcsccndtentcs de Ia un1on dcespanolcs traidos
por Colon y los esclavos africanos.
Una de las formas que celebramol> nuestra
cultura untca es, sacando una semana de JUntO
para cclebrar nuestra herencia. Nos entreuocn
mustcos hispanos cantando salsa y otras clases
de mustca lat.ina.
Pero Ia mejor parte para c<L~ t todos cs Ia
com1da. Contrario a una crecncia popular, St
cxcist.cn rcstaurantes puertorndqucnos en Ia
ci udad de Ch1cago.
Tomando a Manati por ejemplo. Nombrado
como una ctudad en Puerto Rico, este Iugar
ofrcce fa meJor vancdad y ca ltdad de com1cla
puertorriquena. Aqut no encontrara burntos o
tacos; lo que vera es muchas personas
comtcndo platos como arro.r con gandu l ~:s.
Esw es un as pee to de nuestra c.ultura en Ia cual

todas las nac10naltdadcs les gusw tomar pane.
Pero Ia dtft:renc1a mas grande entre m1
cu hura y otras es Ia cclcbmc16n de un d1a
fc.~ttvo muyespcctal, La Navtdad. La mayona
de otras cuhuras launas ·e conccntr.tn mucho
en dar regalos y pasar ucmpo con los scrcs
qucndos, mtentraqueen Puc no Rico haccmos
el dta fcsuvo cornpleto.
Eso es, celebramos Navttlad con nucstros
seres qucndos. Los quecscogen dar rt·galos lo
dejan para cl 6 de encro. "El dJU de los Reyes
Magos." Este es el d1a en que ellos le llcvan
regalosal nmo Dtos. Pcro Ia wcucaesc.hfcrcnte
al arholtto de Navidad. En csta costumbre los
ninos uenen que poncr una caja tkb:iJO dl' Ia
cam a y a media noche los Reyes Magos t•n sus
caballos tleJan un n·galo t'n Ia CaJa. Pt:ro
acuerdcce, st no hay ca1a no hay rq~alo.
01vcrsiones de esws naturalcta haccn las
cuhura~ launas dtfcrentt's pcro nl mismo

Photo by Cleo Owens, Hyde Parlt

E'elyn Roldan

ticmpo nnportante para nucstra propta
tdcnudad . Dcbemos de aprcndcr l.ts

tltlcrt'IK' Ias en n ut·stras culturas t'IIH't de
quq.~rsc tic elias y tmtar de camb•amos los
unos a los otros +
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@N THE SPOT TEEN
Kevin Davenport, the Board of Education's student member

Student rep takes his agenda to the Board
He is the voice of the
students -all 410,000 of
them. He is Kevin Davenport, the student member at the
Board of Education,

ing Chicago public high
school students.
Davenport, 17 and a Local
School Council student representative at Whitney Young,

was sworn in to his post of
"liaison between the Board
and the students" March 25.
More specifically, his job is
to voice to adult Board mem-

Caring About Your Decision ...
FREE PREGNANCY TESTING
CONFIDENflAL & PERSONAL CARE
OIICAGO- LOOP

CIDCAGO - DOWNTOWN

(312) 778-1133

(312) 928-8338

bers the problems and concerns of the students.
Already, students have
approached him with racial,
safety and lunchroom concerns. Davenport is a
non-voting member, but his
views on school policies
regarding search and seizures
and metal detectors, for
Kevin Davenporl
Photo by Cleopatra Owens
example, are often solicited by
lobbying for support and
adult Board members.
approval of the Attendance
Equals Success Program,
wherein high schools with the
most improved attendance rate
would be rewarded a free
concert featuring artists like
Heavy D or Boyz II Men.
He 's trying to get corporate
sponsors to foot the bill for the
entertainment, he said.
There's "a lot of persuading" involved in his job, said
Davenport, urging other
students to take an active role
in their schools.
"Students must come together and take a stand on their
education," he said. "Unless the
students begin to get more
involved they'll always be at
the bottom of the stick."
To encourage participation,
Davenport plans to work with
student council members and
invite a reporter from every
youth publication to cover
Board and student representatives meetings.
"It's very hard mobilizing
students," Davenport said,
especially if you're juggling a
college prep course load and a
lobbying position at the
Board.
"You have to be a real manager of your time - know
what yo u can do," he said.
For Davenport, who made
the honor roll last year, that
means maintaining a successful academic career th at he
hopes will carry him to
Morehouse College next year,
where he plans to major in
public administration or
business.
" You have to lead by
example," he said.

ASSOCIATES MEDICAL GROUP

Sheila Calambu
Managing Editor
Lincoln Park
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Virgo (Aug. 23- Sept. 22)
Diet and nutrition are highlighted. Social activities get
you together with a Libran.
Libra (Sept. 23- Oct. 22)
Relationships are confusing,
even questionable. Fickle is
your middle name. Emotions
and sensitivities aren't important The 25th is crucial for
you and a Scorpion.
Scorpio (Oct. 23- Nov. 21)
Change and adjustments occur
now. Intellectual endeavors
are second nature. The library
is a great place to meet a
Scorpio.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22- Dec.
21) You will make private
arrangements for a fun-filled
weekend. A Virgo helps with
details and insights.
Capricorn (Dec. 22- Jan. 19)
"Problems" and "Poor Me"
are your focus. A Cancer is
encouraging. Rewards are
close; keep your chin up!
Aquarius (Jan. 20- Feb. 18)
An Aries plays a major role.
Let go of an obligation for
peace of mind Relax.
Pisces (Feb. 19- March 20)
Another Pisces says "it takes
one to know one." You will

have the time of your life.
Someone older lends an interesting experience.
Aries (March 21- Apr. 19)
Superiors are impressed by
your self control. People want
to share and feel what you
possess. The Moon's effects
permit achievement. A Taurus
compliments you.
Taurus (Apr. 20- May 20)
Keep an open-mind! Investigate new experiences and
opponunities. By mid-month
you have difficulty being
objective. An Aquarian keeps
you on track.
Gemini (May 21- June 20)
Energies need focus. Make
decisions benefitting use of
time. Deadlines do exist.
Money is obtained. A Cancer
supports your interests.
Cancer (June 21- July 22)
Psychic powers surface. You'll
meet a fascinating Scorpio who
challenges your curiosity.
Leo (July 23- Aug. 22) A
long-standing assignmem is
activated. Show how your
talent's limitless. A Leo appeals
to you when "play acting."
Chanda Rowan
City Editor/FeaiUres
Morgan Park

Ren & Stimpy's success
•
•
means prime time
Ren, a chihuahua so puny
he looks like a mouse on NutriSystem, and Stimpy, the
fattest, grossest cat with the
biggest butt in cartoon
history, together make the
silliest and most superb
cartoon on television.
''The Ren & Stirnpy
Show" has taken "Tom &
Jerry" and "Bugs Bunny"
Ren & Stunpy
fans to newer heights in
has attracted older viewers.
wild and silly animation.The
Ren & Stimpy seems most
show, which used to be on
popular
with 14- to 35-yearcan
now
be
Sunday evenings,
seen on prime time - Saturday olds. People are on the streets,
at chool, and sleeping with
nights at 8 p.m. on the NickelRen & Stimpy T-shins on.
odeon channel.
I could always go for a good
On the "Tom & Jerry" or
"Bugs Bunny" shows you'd see ordinary laugh with Bugs
Tom Cat or Wile E. Coyote get Bunny, but I'd rather watch Ren
& Stimpy for a laugh I've never
clobbered, but you don't hear
how it sounds when bones get heard from myself before.
And why would I keep
dislocated. On Ren & Stimpy
Tom Cat get beat up
watching
everything dislocated i heard.
every time he catches a mouse,
The grossness of Ren &
when I can see Ren, unknowStimpy -- Sumpy's mucas
collection or the bubbled bump ingly climb Stimpy's nose hair
on Ren 's face and tongue when to rescue him? I'd rather watch
he's . ick -- is too intense for the orne puny mouse look-alike
dog scream "Whar is it, man?''
canoon classics.
But it's the intensitv that
than to watch a covme, who

doesn't say a word, chase a
stupid roadrunner that he never
catches.
As it keeps rising to the top
of the charts, Ren & Stimpy
will continue to attract
more and more classic
cartoon viewers, giving
Bugs Bunny's Wile E.
Coyote and Tom & Jerry's
Tom Cat something to
chase about. I'd say they
face defeat, as Ren & Stimpy
have brought animation's most
dedicated viewers back to
their sofas by giving them the
Eddie Murphy-like laughs of
their wild and silly lives.
Tariq Royster
Staff writer
Chicago Vocational
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a new opinion column by NE's Spmts Editors

Public League: Chopped Liver?

ss o!
After avidly following high
school sports for more than a year, we
have been appalled by me Chicago
area newspapers' sparse and grossly
unbalanced coverage of high school
sports.
The lOp two Chicago based
newspapers especially neglect the
potcnlial greatness of Chicago league
football by virtually non-existent
coverage, while printing in-depth
game summaries and results for their
suburban counterparts. It's obvious
thattheTribune is more of a suburban than city paper, but we still want
lO see our city players covered.
Meanwhile, Taylor Bell, me high
school sports ediLOr for the SunTimes, said coverage is based on

"merit," and the suburban teruns are
simply "beuec" than city teams.
The suburban t.eams may be
statistically beuer than the city teams,
but are no match for their mental
endurance and heart. For example, in
1991, Greg Willcins, Chicago
Vocational High School lineman, not
only made all-staLe as a football
player but also was the last athlete
from the Public League lO win a
downstate championship in Lrack and
field when he won the shot put evenL
So after a grueling season of getting
bashed around on the gridiron, he
showed the heart to and compete in
anot11er sport. This kind of menLal
LOughness in the Public League is
rarely covered in newspapers.

Chicago Public League football
should be ciled for the great strides it
has made against even greaLer odds.
Co· sports editor Andre Rooks
Public League football teams
encounter many different problems
than would cause any other program
failure by annually allotting each high
to fail.
school amletic program $675. The
average suburban school budgets
The main problems are lack of
money and lack of leadership. For
mousands of dollarS for the football
instance, Robeson High School made program alone. For the suburban
it to the downstate playoffs ... and won school $675 would not even cover
a game despite me factthatthey have expenses for athletic awards given lO
players.
one of the poorest schools in one of
me worst neighborhoods in me city.
City teams are also held back by
~Although they had another all-stater
a lack of coaching. The Sun-Times'
in Damian Henderson, not even he
Bell said me average Public League
could be enough to sLOp the harsh
football team employs between two
and three coaches compared lO nine
environment of the Englewood area
and ten for tlle average suburban
where his players had lO practice for
numerous hours team . This lack of coaching lessens
the chances of a public league team lO
every day after
be successful. Coaches are needed lO
school.
The Board harness the raw energy, strength, and
drive inside all public league athletes.
of Education
virtually dooms With adequate coaching, any public
league will be able to play as one
all Public
League teams to well-oiled machine, then beat any

THE DOOR TO
OPPORTUNITY IS
WIDE OPEN.
Nothing opens the door to opportunity like a college education.
At National Louis University, that's an
opportunity we think everyone deserves.
At our downtoYin Chicago campus,
you'll find a special academic
assistance program for urban
students, along with a highly
responsive financial aid policy.
You'll also find practical
degree programs in business,
accounting, computers,
human services and education, plus flexible day,
evening and weekend
class schedu ling.
So don't let the opportunity to
earn a college degree pass you by.
Find out more about National-Louis
University today.
For more information about our Chicago
campus, call (312) 621-9650, ext. 3358.
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Co-sports editor Earnest Weatherby

suburban team.
The top two newspapers and
general press should give equal
treatmenL lO me Public League and
suburban teams, instead of exalting
suburban teams with half-page color
pholOs and two pages of coverage,
then demeaning the public league by
printing only box scores.
This treatment stems from the
common belief that there is not
enough talent among the 50 Chicago
Public League football teams to
warrant much coverage. One
professional sports writer even wenL
as far lO say that, "Even the best
Public League football team can not
win a downstate playoff game."
Another writer said Chicago
Public league football teams have
be:!n "virtually noncompetitive since
thc,y joined the IHSA in 1979."
Liule do they
know how great
· the strides and
achievements of
public league
athletes are in tlle
face of the worst
of environments.
The press owes
their athletes well
deserved credit,
credit that is past
due.
-Andre Rooks and
Earnest Weatherby
Sports Editors
Whitney Young
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